DNA fragmentation-based combinatorial approaches to soluble protein expression Part I. Generating DNA fragment libraries.
In addressing a new drug discovery target, the generation of tractable protein substrates for functional and structural analyses can represent a significant hurdle. Traditional approaches rely on protein expression trials of multiple variants in various systems, frequently with limited success. The increasing knowledge base derived from genomics and structural proteomics initiatives assists the bioinformatics-led design of these experiments. Nevertheless, for many eukaryotic polypeptides, particularly those with relatively few homologues, the generation of useful protein products can still be a major challenge. This review describes the basis of efforts to forge an alternative 'domain-hunting' paradigm, based upon combinatorial sampling of expression construct libraries derived by fragmentation of the encoding DNA template, namely the methods and considerations in generating fragment length DNA from target genes. An accompanying review focuses upon the expression screening of such combinatorial DNA libraries for the sampling of the corresponding set of protein fragments.